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In 1846, Orestes A. Brownson, the famous Transcendentalist turned Catholic, received a letter from his older brother Oran announcing Oran’s conversion to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Why had the brothers become fellow converts to the two most despised religions of nineteenth-century America? Oran found foreshadowing for their religious iconoclasm in a dream Orestes had once shared with him in which the two (along with a third brother) “were traveling a road together” before departing on divergent spiritual paths. The Brownson brothers departed from mainstream American Christianity because they believed that Catholicism and Mormonism “possessed proper authority,” an attractive alternative to the chaos they perceived in denominational Protestantism. The outlines of Oran’s sojourn in Mormonism can be discerned through two letters Oran sent Orestes, both of which are housed at the Archives of the University of Notre Dame and reproduced below. This correspondence, though fairly brief and filled with news of economic woes and family matters, remains significant in part because it provides suggestive anecdotal evidence of the similarity in the appeals of Catholicism and Mormonism. In addition, Oran’s sojourn in Mormonism probably shaped his influential brother’s writings on the Latter-day Saints.

The intense social tumult of the early nineteenth century established the context for the eventual conversions of the Brownson brothers. Rapid change characterized the era, particularly geographic and social mobility, political democratization, and economic transformations, including the
dawning of industrialization and the expansion of the market economy. In the religious realm, the Second Great Awakening encouraged the rise of populist religious leaders, the proliferation of new religious movements, and a spirit of denominational competition and democratization. These diverse changes contributed to widespread attacks on all types of authority, an assault on the power of the traditional economic, political, and religious elite. Moreover, this cultural celebration of democracy justified the widespread fear and criticism of groups—such as the Masons, Catholics, and Mormons—perceived as authoritative, hierarchical, and secretive. (Significantly, Oran warned Orestes to ignore anti-Mormon literature and to get his “information from friends and not Enemies.”)

The repudiation of authority, however, did not resonate with all Americans. Dismayed by the diversity and disunity of the contemporary religious scene, many Americans sought for the reassurance of authoritative truth claims and hierarchical religious structures. Certainly, both Mormonism and Catholicism attracted converts for a variety of reasons. Mormonism’s radical democratic strains—such as the inclusion of all worthy males into the governing priesthood, its communitarian economic ideals, and its empowering call for all converts to join in the exalted task of kingdom-building—were also foundational to its appeal. The Brownson brothers, however, both pinpointed religious authority as crucial to their respective conversions. Oran learned that Orestes converted to Catholicism “because no other church possessed proper authority.” Likewise, Oran told his brother, “I have changed my opinions for the same reason because I consider the proper authority rests among the Mormons.” Like the Brownson brothers, other converts to both Mormonism and Catholicism regularly cited claims to divine authority as the critical factor in their conversions.

The Brownsons also came from the same New England cultural milieu as most early Mormons. Their parents, Sylvester Augustus Brownson and Relief Metcalf, were transplanted Yankees who left their native Connecticut for Stockbridge, Vermont, in the years following the American Revolution; like thousands of other Yankee migrants, the Brownsons later continued on to New York, settling at Ballston Spa in 1817. Sylvester and Relief Brownson were the parents of five children: Daniel, Oran, Thorina, and a pair of twins, Orestes and Daphne Augusta. Sylvester died shortly after the birth of the twins in 1803; Relief, burdened by the economic challenge of raising a young family, gave Orestes and Daphne in 1809 to families in nearby Royalton to raise for a number of years. Besides Orestes, the Brownson siblings rarely appear in the historical record. Daniel, the oldest son, “became distinguished as quite an orator” and attained some social prominence, being known by the title of “Squire.” As the following letters indi-
cate, Oran cast his lot in Ohio, where he raised a large family and made a
living as a farmer. Thorina apparently remained single and continued to
reside with her mother at Ballston Spa. Daphne married and spent her adult
life in Michigan; only she maintained a prolonged, if intermittent, corre-
spondence with Orestes, often imploring her twin brother for financial assis-
tance.5

Unlike his siblings, Orestes Brownson rose to national, and indeed
international, prominence. His piercing intellect and writing prowess fueled
his meteoric rise from rural Vermont to the elite circles of Transcendentalist
Boston by the 1830s. Brownson's early career was marked by peripatetic
seeking, both in religion and in politics; his friend Theodore Parker once
wrote that he was unaware of Brownson's religious opinions, having "not
heard from him for eight days."6 Raised a Congregationalist, Brownson
passed through Presbyterianism, became successively a preacher of
Universalism and Unitarianism, and spent most of the 1830s immersed in
Transcendentalism and the Jacksonian Democratic Party. He achieved his
fame chiefly through his writing, particularly as editor of the Boston
Quarterly Review (1838–1842) and Brownson's Quarterly Review (1844–1864,
1873–1875). In 1844, Brownson took the crucial step of conversion to
Catholicism and turned his ample intellectual and literary powers to apolo-
getics for the final thirty years of his life. Brownson carried his taste for con-
troversy into Catholicism, becoming America's preeminent Catholic liberal
by the 1850s, a development bemoaned by his more conservative coreli-
gionists both at home and at Rome.7

At the time he learned of Oran's conversion to the Latter-day Saints,
Orestes was already acquainted with Mormonism. Indeed, the Brownsons
resided near the Joseph Smith family in Vermont and arrived in New York a
year after the Smiths. Like Joseph Smith, Orestes spent several years of his
youth in Royalton, Vermont. He later wrote a fictionalized autobiography,
the Spirit-Rapper (much of which was a thinly veiled narrative of his own
life), in which his narrator claimed to have known Joseph Smith: "I knew
his family, and even him also, in my boyhood, before he became a prophet."
Like many of the Smiths' former neighbors, Orestes linked the family to the
folk culture of magic: "He was one of those persons in whose hand the divin-
ing-rod will operate, and he and others of his family spent much time in
searching with the rod for watercourses, minerals, and hidden treasures."

Besides this possible boyhood connection with the Smith family,
Orestes also had other opportunities to explore Mormonism. Brownson's
narrator in the Spirit-Rapper stated that while living in New York, "For a con-
siderable time the Mormon prophets and elders were in the habit of visiting
my house. They hoped to make a convert, and they spoke to me with the
Lord Acton, a prominent English Catholic and nobleman, confirmed Brownson's interaction with early Mormons following a meeting with him in 1853, “When I asked him about the Mormons, he told me that they had once hoped to make a Mormon of him and let him learn all the secrets and the true story.” In a published article, Brownson also reported personal conversations with Mormon elders, including two unnamed apostles. In addition, his close friend and fellow Catholic convert Isaac Hecker investigated Mormonism and counted Parley P. Pratt as a friend during the late 1830s and early 1840s.

Orestes demonstrated his interest in Mormonism by addressing the subject throughout his prolific writing career. In the Spirit-Rapper, published in 1854, Brownson associated Mormonism with spiritualism and mesmerism, movements rapidly gaining adherents in America of the 1850s. Referring to Smith’s use of a divining rod, he stated that “every mesmerizer would at once have recognized him as an impressionable subject.” Brownson ridiculed the Spaulding theory of the origins of the Book of Mormon; he likewise denied that Smith without assistance could have authored the book. Brownson accurately described the translation process as having occurred by the use of a seer stone placed in a hat, a description he had learned from “one of Joe’s own elders, on the authority of the person who, as Joe’s amanuensis, wrote it.” Having deemed Smith incapable of producing the Book of Mormon on his own, Brownson concluded that “there was a superhuman power employed in founding the Mormon church,” asserting that direct satanic intervention explained both the Book of Mormon and Mormon miracles. In short, “Mormonism is literally the Synagogue of Satan.”

Brownson also addressed Mormonism in the context of questions of religious freedom. In 1857, during the national furor over the Utah War, he asserted that “Mormon reason and conscience are incompatible with the maintenance of the American state.” Nevertheless, Brownson echoed other liberals, such as John Stuart Mill, by defending Mormon religious liberty as the most extreme example of the limits of freedom of religion. A decade later, Brownson clarified that the government could force the Saints to “conform to the marriage law as recognized by the whole civilized world, alike in the interests of religion and of civilization. But beyond this the state cannot go, at least with us.” Brownson’s rhetoric about Mormonism somewhat mellowed in his later years. In 1875, he recounted that a Mormon elder had once healed a close relative (possibly Oran?); rather than attribute the apparent miracle to diabolical power, Brownson simply wrote that lack of understanding of “moral or non-physical causes” explained the event.

Oran’s sojourn in Mormonism turned out to be as fleeting as had Orestes’s passages through Congregationalism, Presbyterianism,
Universalism, Unitarianism, and Transcendentalism. Indeed, while Orestes quickly became the most prominent American-born Catholic, Oran seems not to have left any discernable mark on Mormonism. The second, undated letter below reports Oran’s conversion to Catholicism. George Parsons Lathrop—a prominent author, son-in-law of Nathaniel Hawthorne, and convert to Catholicism—described Oran’s conversion in a biographical article on Orestes written in 1896. In 1851, Oran, then a resident of Dublin, Ohio, visited his brother and “entered into a long argumentation with him on religion.” Using information provided by Orestes’s son, Lathrop portrayed the encounter: “Orrin would put a question, which Orestes would answer with uncompromising, unsparing force. Then Orrin, without saying a word, would dart out of the house and walk a long time in the hot sunshine; after which he would return and put another question. The same process was then repeated; Orrin still making no rejoinder. When this odd dialogue ended, there was no summing up: Orrin went away in silence.”

Nine years later, even though the brothers had not met further, Oran informed Orestes of Oran’s conversion to the Catholic Church. Lathrop concluded metaphorically that “from Dublin, Ohio, he had gone to Dublin, Ireland.” Oran’s conversion even merited a notice in the international Catholic press, appearing in the Paris Univers. Even with his misspelling of Oran’s name and highly favorable treatment of Orestes, Lathrop’s description of Oran’s conversion seems credible, particularly given his reliance on Orestes’s son. In addition, Oran’s second letter provides confirmation for several of Lathrop’s details, including Orestes’s efforts to convert his brother, Oran’s visit at Orestes’s home, and Oran’s eventual conversion to Catholicism.

Dublin Ap’l 5th 1846

Dear Brother

Yours dated March 24th was duly rec’d in which you wish me to inform you respecting my troubles. You are aware that I was laboring under pecuniary embarrassments when I left Ballston. When I arrived here or rather in about one year after my arrival I leased a tract of land for six years the use of which I was to have for clearing and fencing the same The land being covered with a heavy growth of timber you may naturally suppose I have had to labor hard I however went to work and before my lease expired had cleared and fenced the same according to contract I have leased another tract adjoining my former lease which I have cleared and fenced which lease has yet four years to run As you wish me to be particular I will inform you that I have been able besides supporting myself and family comfortably, to get a pair of Horses, a waggon, and what farming utensils are necessary to carry on my farming operations without involving myself to any great amount In order that you may have a proper understanding of this matter I will inform you that about one year and a half since an old neighbor and acquaintance of mine came here with his family to reside I entertained them as well as I know how and was of some ser-
vice to him in obtaining a situation where he could comfortably provide for himself and family. The manner in which he has repaid me for my kindness to himself and family I will briefly relate. The individual referred to having by rather an unwise management of his business involved himself to an amount greater than he could easily pay took it upon himself to send back and get an old claim against me amounting to about 45 dollars principal and interest. This claim he obtained for little or nothing and has transferred it over to one of his creditors in part pay for an obligation he held against him. The man who now holds the claim tells me he will give me till the 1st day of May to make out the money and no longer if not paid at the time he will get out an execution and levy on my property. I have in as brief and concise a manner as possible given you a history of my troubles and the cause of them I shall be under the necessity of sacrificing my property or borrowing the money which I fear will be a hard matter. As in all new countries capital is very scarce here. You wish to know something about my family &c. My health is not very good although much better than it was last winter when I was unable to do any labor. My wife is in rather poor health but able to attend to domestic affairs. We have had nine children—Louisa is married and lives in Missouri, Mary is also married and has two children she lives in this neighborhood. Charlotte was recently married and lives in this vicinity. The two boys and Helen and Catharine (the twins) are at home. We have had two children since we have been in Ohio. Orestes and Eveline. Orestes died a year ago last August age two years and fifteen days. Eveline is about a year and a half old. With regard to our different religious opinions or while writing of them puts me in mind of a dream which you once related to me. The sum and substance of which was as follows: that we three were traveling a road together. You first left the road then myself and it remains to be seen whether Daniel will turn out of the road (change his opinion). If he should not your dream be fulfilled. You inform me you and family are Catholics. The reason assigned I understand to be because no other church possessed proper authority. I have not time nor room at present to give you my views on religious matters. You state you are somewhat acquainted with the Mormons. Let me caution you to get your information from friends and not from Enemies. I would esteem it as a favor if you would send me your Quarterly Review. All letters and communications will find me if directed to Dublin Franklin County Ohio. With my respects to yourself and family I remain your affectionate Brother.

O A Brownson

Oran Brownson

P.S. don't forget to write whenever it will suit your convenience.

O. Brownson

I had forgotten to state that I have no intention of removing from my present situation.

Narick Ohio January the 14.

Dear Brother and Sister, you must forgive me for not writing to you before. I have been very busy when I came home I found all well and my health better. I hope you are all well. I came by the way of our sister Daphna and found them all well and Wallice came home with me. I received a letter from her a few days since. They all well and full of trouble. They live in Michigan. We are well at present. I have read the books you gave me and they have made Catholic of me. I wish you to write me and let me know you and how the boys do in France. And when you write to them give my love to them. I wish you to send your review to me and now Dear Brother.
and Sister I Cannot fell too gratfull for your kindness to me while at your house for wich may the Lord bless you all all my family send their Love to all
give my respect to all
Oran

Notes


McGreevy places Brownson in his context in American and international Catholicism; see *Catholicism and American Freedom*, 43–90. For information on his conversion to Catholicism, see Jenny Franchot, *Roads to Rome: The Antebellum Protestant Encounter with Catholicism* (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 337–49.


18. Oran Brownson, Dublin, Ohio, to Orestes A. Brownson, 5 April 1846, Orestes A. Brownson Collection, Archives of the University of Notre Dame, 3 pages. Besides the two letters reproduced here, no other correspondence between the brothers has survived.


20. Oran’s implicit plea for financial help from his famous brother echoed the letters of Orestes’s twin sister, Daphne, who frequently solicited Orestes’s help. Orestes often supported his extended family, particularly his mother and Daphne. Ryan, *Orestes A. Brownson*, 302–3.

21. Daniel was the oldest of the three Brownson brothers.

22. *Brownson’s Quarterly Review*.

23. Probably a reference to the Mormon doctrine of the gathering and to the Saints’ imminent departure to the Rocky Mountains.

24. Oran Brownson, Narick, Ohio, to Orestes A. Brownson, 14 January, Orestes A. Brownson Collection, Archives of the University of Notre Dame, 1 page. A later person, presumably an archivist, has written [1850s?] on the letter in an effort to date it.

Mormon Beliefs. Mormons consider themselves Christians, but many Christians don’t recognize Mormonism as an official denomination. Mormons believe in the crucifixion, resurrection and divinity of Jesus Christ. Followers claim that God sent more prophets after Jesus’s death. Mormons embrace four different texts: The Christian Bible, The Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants and The Pearl of Great Price. Family life, good deeds, respect for authority and missionary work are important values in Mormonism. Though rituals and practices vary among people who identify as Wiccan, most observations include the festival celebrations of solstices and equinoxes, the honoring of a male god and a female goddess, and the incorporation of ... read more.

Hinduism. The Orestes Brownson Council and the Intercollegiate Studies Institute co-sponsored his lecture, which was held on Thursday, March 18. Buried in the crypt of the Basilica of the Sacred Heart on Notre Dame’s campus, Orestes Brownson was an influential Catholic political philosopher. Ardently opposed to slavery, he refused to consider himself an abolitionist because some abolition activists believed themselves to be apolitical. Lawler explained that Brownson’s reading of Aristotle spurred his final conversion to Catholicism. He was attracted intellectually to two Catholic ideas: first, that creation is continually and actively dependent on God, and second, that there is universality of science but a real particularity of the human person and politics.